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	Organize your life, your likes, and more with Pinterest and this fun how-to guide


	Now you can organize your digital life with Pinterest, a hot new site that lets you create visual bookmarks of your favorite things and "pin" them on virtual pinboards. Want to save something from a blog? Have a favorite retail website? Want to pin a quick photo you took with your phone? Organize them all with Pinterest and this fast, friendly guide that shows you just how to do it. You'll see how to set up an account and your boards, how to pin and re-pin, where to use hashtags, find ways to share pins with your other social networks, and more.

	
		Helps you get the most out of Pinterest, a visual collection of bookmarks that you can organize into virtual pinboards
	
		Shows you how to set up an account and boards, how to pin and re-pin, use hashtags and like pins, and even share pins with your other social networks
	
		Also discusses Power Pinners, using search, and finding people to follow
	
		Offers tips, trick, and techniques to make the process easy and enjoyable



	Pinterest is fun and easy, and even more so with Pinterest for Dummies!
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Medical Data Sharing, Harmonization and AnalyticsAcademic Press, 2020

	
		Medical Data Sharing, Harmonization and Analytics serves as the basis for understanding the rapidly evolving field of medical data harmonization combined with the latest cloud infrastructures for storing the harmonized (shared) data. Chapters cover the latest research and applications on data sharing and protection in the...
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Droid X For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	A full-color guide to the hot-selling Droid X!


	The Droid X has landed and it?s selling like hotcakes! Ultimate For Dummies author Dan Gookin introduces you to everything the Droid X does. Covering a wide range of how-to topics, this full-color guide explores the device's features and shares techniques to getting...
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Core Data: Data Storage and Management for iOS, OS X, and iCloud (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Core Data is intricate, powerful, necessary - and this book is your guide to harnessing its power. Core Data is Apple's recommended way to persist data: it's easy to use, built-in, and integrated with iCloud. You'll learn fundamental Core Data principles such as thread and memory management, and you'll discover how to...
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Inside the Box: Leading With Corporate Values to Drive Sustained Business SuccessJossey-Bass, 2006

	How to turn company values into competitive advantage


	We are inclined, for whatever reason, to treat values like works of art. We view them as nice to hang on the wall, and beautiful to look at, but we don’t act as though they truly mean much to us in the real world. In fact, the opposite is true. The best...
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How to Do Everything with Your Web 2.0 BlogMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Got a blog? Want one? Feel like you need one but you’re not sure where to start? Whatever the case, I’d suggest flipping through this book and seeing what you might be able to learn on this little journey through the latest and greatest in blogging. Yes, “Web 2.0” is at least 25 percent marketing term and 25 percent Internet...
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Joomla! Web SecurityPackt Publishing, 2008
In Detail
Joomla! is one of the most powerful open-source content management systems used to build websites and other powerful online applications. While Joomla! itself is inherently safe, misconfigurations, vulnerable components, poorly configured hosts, and weak passwords can all contribute to the downfall of your site. So,...
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